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preFaCe
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Delta colleagues are required to adhere to the Delta Hotels and Resorts® 
Brand Style Guide, which clearly outlines the corporate brand identity and all 

applications of the brand elements. The Brand Style Guide outlines the creative 
standards used to support the brand strategy and ensure the consistency of the 

Delta brand in both its visual and verbal representation. 

Every touchpoint is a crucial opportunity to create an impression about what 
Delta Hotels and Resorts represents and to deliver the brand promise to guests.



8Delta Québec®
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introduCtion
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delta hotels and resorts®

We are one team, with one mission. Our goal is to be the best four-star, 
 full-service hotel brand in Canada. How are we going to do that?  

By exceeding expectations.

Our desire to do more for our guests, and for ourselves, is what unites us all.  
It’s what drives us to be active members of our communities. It’s what challenges  

us to innovate and think outside the box. It’s what compels us to grow into  
an even bigger and better brand.

 Right now, we’re on an exciting path. Big changes are happening and the sky is the 
limit! We’re exceeding expectations in every category. We’re updating our properties 

across the board and working to give each Delta a consistent look and feel. We’re 
refreshing our brand through this creative platform. This includes new sales tools, new 

designs, and a new tagline. One that captures the essence of who we are and where 
we’re going…

expect even MoretM
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Brand pillarS
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Our goal is to be the leader in the four-star, full-service hospitality 
segment and to exceed expectations. 

Before we can own the segment, we must first define it.

How do we do that? Through our four brand pillars.
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It’s about being 
proud of our 

communities and 
our country.

It’s about being 
honest and sincere 

with people.

these four brand pillars are the filter through which all of our communications 
must pass, as well as the introduction to the delta story.

It’s about taking 
something great 

and making it even 
greater.

h h h h
elevated Genuine personalized local

It’s about creating 
experiences that are 
tailored to peoples’ 

unique tastes.
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expect even MoretM

The Delta Hotels and Resorts® tagline.

This tagline embodies our story and our strategic direction.  
Here’s what it means to…

our team
It’s about challenging ourselves to do even more for our guests.

It represents the exciting changes that are happening at Delta right now.
It’s about raising our standards – as individuals and as a team.

It’s about taking all the things that are great about Delta and making them even better.

our Guests
It shows that we’re challenging conventional notions of what a hotel should be.

It shows that we care enough to go the extra mile for our guests, in order to create an 
even better experience for them.

It shows that we’ve got exciting new things to say, do and show.
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expect even MoretM

here’s how it ties back to our four brand pillars…

elevated
It’s about thinking innovatively and finding new and unique ways  

to deliver a better guest experience.

Genuine
It’s about being transparent, and giving people a true glimpse of who we  

are and what we do.

personalized
It’s about finding new ways to connect, as well as giving people the  

opportunity to customize and tailor their experience to their own tastes.

local
It’s about tapping into new and great things that are happening in the places we live, 

and incorporating them into the overall Delta experience.
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SeCtion 2 

Brand eleMentS
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Brand eleMentS - SeCtion 2a 

VoiCe
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Brand tone of voice for delta hotels and resorts®

elevated
We carry ourselves with class, but aren’t arrogant or pretentious.  

We don’t try to make ourselves sound smart by using words that are  
difficult to understand. We speak clearly and confidently.

Genuine
We’re approachable and use our words to make people feel welcome and relaxed. 

Though we are at ease when we speak, we always make sure to address people  
in a polite, friendly and respectful manner. In addition, we stay away from  

using slang and turns of phrase.
 

personal (personalized)
We know our audience and adapt what we say to who we are speaking to.  

This doesn’t mean that we become different people, or assume a different voice,  
it just means that we have the ability to tailor our message.

local
We’re passionate about the communities we live in and, by extension,  

our country. If we can find a way to talk about something great that’s happening  
in the neighbourhood, we absolutely will.
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Delta Hotels and Resorts® is a brand that genuinely cares about its guests. 
A brand that is passionate about people.

that passion is what drives us to:
Challenge conventional notions of what a hotel should be.

Go the extra mile for our guests.
Exceed expectations.

That passion is evident in not only the way we act, but in the way we speak.
 

the delta tone of voice is:
Warm

Welcoming
Understated

Confident
Sincere

Enthusiastic
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Guidelines for Copy

headlines
Keep them short and sweet. Headlines with double meanings are ok, but bad puns are 

not. This is an example of a bad pun: “I tried to catch some fog, but I mist.”

Body Copy
Once again, short and sweet is the way to go. Convey a sense of warmth, but try to 

stay away from slang and turns of phrase.

Social Media
Though it’s tempting to write in a casual manner when it comes to social media, it is 

important to keep your copy “elevated”. Stay away from using acronyms like “lol” and 
“omg”, resist the urge to end your sentences with smiley faces and emoticons, and 

avoid using slang and turns of phrase.
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This is an exciting time for Delta Hotels and Resorts®. Not only are we making big changes in every category of our business, 
we’re setting big goals for 2014 and beyond. Our mission is to become the leader in the four-star, full-service hospitality 

segment. In order to do that, we need to shift the way we think of ourselves as not only a hotel, but as a brand as well.  
To borrow an allegory from the book Blue Ocean Strategy, we need to swim in our own ocean  

– where the waters are blue and the possibilities are endless.

How do we do that? First, we start by defining the four-star, full-service hospitality segment. When people think of this 
segment, we want them to think of the attributes that capture the essence of Delta: elevated, genuine, personalized and 

local. These are our four brand pillars. Through them, we will not only separate ourselves from our competition and own the 
segment, we will change people’s expectations – then exceed them!

Over the next few months, we will be working on doing just that. We will be unveiling a brand new Delta that includes new 
properties, new designs, new multiscreen assets, a new loyalty program and a new tagline: Expect Even MoreTM

What does this tag line mean for you? It means that the bar has been raised. As members of this team, you’ve come to 
expect nothing but the best from Delta. Now, we’re asking you to expect even more. We’re working on new and  

exciting ways to enhance our guest experience. We’re providing people with options that will allow them to  
customize their stay like never before. We’re going the extra mile in every way possible.

For us, this tagline is more than just words on a page. It’s a challenge. We’re expecting even more from ourselves, so we can 
achieve even more as a team. We’re raising our standards even higher and the sky is the limit.

With a new tag line, and a new direction, this year is set to be our biggest one yet.  
Now is the time to expect even more from Delta.

This piece serves as a good example 
of how to write in Delta’s tone and 
manner. Though it’s a memo, there are 
aspects of it that can be applied to not 
only corporate communications,  
but to creative executions and social 
posts as well.

branD eleMents

CoPy ExamPlE: 
mEmo (in Full)
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this is an exciting time for Delta Hotels and Resorts®.  
not only are we making big changes in every category of our business,  

we’re setting big goals for 2014 and beyond. Our mission is to become the leader 
in the four-star, full-service hospitality segment. In order to do that, we need to 

shift the way we think of ourselves as not only a hotel, but as a brand as well.  
To borrow an allegory from the book Blue Ocean Strategy, we need to swim in  

our own ocean – where the waters are blue and the possibilities are endless.

How do we do that? First, we start by defining the four-star, full-service 
hospitality segment. When people think of this segment, we want them to think  

of the attributes that capture the essence of Delta: elevated, genuine,  
personalized and local. These are our four brand pillars. Through them, we will  

not only separate ourselves from our competition and own the segment,  
we will change people’s expectations – then exceed them!

     Figure 1:
When writing copy for corporate 
communications, try to call attention 
to the excitement that’s felt across the 
organization. For creative executions 
and social posts, you can capture the 
essence of that excitement with short, 
high-impact statements and well-
placed verbs. the following example, 
which was taken from one of our digital 
vignettes, relays a sense of energy 
yet still maintains a tone that is both 
genuine and sincere: “this is your day…
this is your moment…create it…live it…
breathe it…celebrate it.”

     Figure 2:
our four brand pillars are the lens 
through which we see the Delta brand. 
After you write a piece of copy, it is 
helpful to think about what these pillars 
mean and ask yourself if your tone is in 
line with them.

CoPy ExamPlE:  
mEmo (BrEakdown)

branD eleMents
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Over the next few months, we will be working on doing just that.  
We will be unveiling a brand new Delta that includes new properties,  

new designs, new multiscreen assets, and a new tagline:  
expect even More™

What does this tag line mean for you? It means that the bar has  
been raised. As members of this team, you’ve come to expect nothing 
but the best from Delta. Now, we’re asking you to expect even more.  

We’re working on new and exciting ways to enhance our guest 
experience. We’re providing people with options that will allow them  

to customize their stay like never before. We’re going the extra  
mile in every way possible.

CoPy ExamPlE:  
mEmo (BrEakdown)

     Figure 1:
this is the “pay-off” section.  
if you’re writing a piece of corporate 
communication, it’s pointless to talk 
about excitement and change if you 
don’t pay that off by mentioning 
what is actually happening at Delta. 
For creative executions and social 
posts, “pay-off” can be interpreted 
as something of value to your reader. 
Whether you’re talking about a 
restaurant, a local attraction, or a great 
amenity, try to teach your reader 
something new and make it worth their 
while to read your copy.

branD eleMents
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For us, this tagline is more than just words on a page. it’s a challenge.  
We’re expecting even more from ourselves, so we can achieve even more  
as a team. We’re raising our standards even higher and the sky is the limit.

With a new tag line, and a new direction, this year is set to be our biggest one yet. 
Now is the time to expect even more from Delta.

     Figure 1:
the notion that Delta is a brand that 
strives to exceed expectations is 
something that should be captured 
whenever possible. in corporate 
communications, it is something that 
should be called out explicitly. in 
creative executions and social posts, 
you can nod to it in a subtle way by 
including the #expectevenMore 
hashtag or by doing something like this:
“not only does our new ModeRoom™ 
come with bedside docking for your 
mobile device, they’re also equipped 
with a SmartDesk™ work area 
that provides you with a variety of 
connectivity options.” 
in this example, we’re not just 
mentioning features – we’re using 
these features to show that Delta is 
elevating its guest experience. notice 
the difference?

CoPy ExamPlE:  
mEmo (BrEakdown)

branD eleMents
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CoPy ExamPlE:  
dElta BEssBorough®

We’ll use the Delta Bessborough® 
renovation as an example of how to 
maintain the Delta tone of voice for 
one topic, across a variety of  
different mediums.

Website Copy
When Delta Bessborough® opened its doors for the first time in 1935, it was considered the most modern 

and luxurious hotel in Canada. Today, it’s an historical landmark that features 225 beautifully-renovated 
guest rooms, a five-acre Elizabethan garden overlooking the South Saskatchewan River and Stovin’s 

Lobby Lounge – a public space that includes a spa, a fitness area a Japanese restaurant and more.
 

Over the years, we have taken great care to preserve the elegance of this remarkable property. After our 
latest renovation in 2012, we can confidently say that Delta Bessborough® offers the very best of what 

you’ve come to expect from a modern hotel – as well as classic Canadian charm.

Facebook
Yes, this hotel is an historical landmark and yes, you can stay here for as low as $XX

(include a beautiful picture of the property in this post)

on-Site Communications  

new-world look. old-world charm.
We’re passionate about keeping “The Bess” looking beautiful. Ask us about some of our recent 

renovations and restoration projects.

branD eleMents
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Brand eleMentS - SeCtion 2B 

MarkS & loGo treatMentS
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uSe oF MarkS
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the registration mark (®) must always 
be used with the first or most readily 
noticeable appearance of the mark in 
all copy (print and digital). the symbol 
must always be large enough so that 
it can be easily read. in addition, you 
must always use initial capitals for 
“Delta Hotels and Resorts®. 
 
Figure 1.0 Example:  
Delta Hotels and Resorts®  
now open.

All Hotel names must also include  
the registration mark.  (Figure 2.0)

Correct Example:   
Delta Halifax® or the trademark 
symbol if not yet registered. 

Figure 3.0 Example:   
expect even MoretM 

usE oF marks

Delta hotels and Resorts® Now Open.

Delta halifax®

Expect Even More™

(Figure 1.0)

(Figure 2.0)

(Figure 3.0)

branD eleMents
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Delta Bow Valley® is conveniently  
located near major business centres.

Delta hotels and Resorts® reservation number: 1-888-890-3222.

Delta hotels and Resorts’® reservation number 1-888-890-3222.

(Figure 1.0)

CORRECT EXAMPLE

INCORRECT EXAMPLE

the Delta Hotels and Resorts®  
service mark must be used in its 
entirety with the registration mark (®)  
the first time it appears in text copy. 

Example:  
Delta Bow Valley®  is conveniently 
located near major business centres. 

Also, the use of Delta Hotels  
in the possessive is prohibited.

Correct example:
Delta Hotels and Resorts® 

reservation number: 1-888-890-3222.

Incorrect example:
Delta Hotels and Resorts’® 

reservation number: 1-888-890-3222.

usE oF marks in 
Body CoPy/tExt

branD eleMents
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uSe oF aMperSand
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note: the ampersand symbol (&) 
should never be used under any 
circumstances. 

the use of the ampersand symbol (&)  
is prohibited and should never be used 
to replace the word “and” in the  
corporate brand name or property 
names.  

Correct Example: 
Delta Hotels and Resorts®  

Incorrect Example: 
Delta Hotels & Resorts®

usE oF  
amPErsand Delta hotels and Resorts®

Delta hotels & Resorts®

CORRECT EXAMPLE

INCORRECT EXAMPLE

Delta Saguenay® 
hotel and Conference Centre

CORRECT EXAMPLE

INCORRECT EXAMPLE

Delta Saguenay® 
hotel & Conference Centre

branD eleMents
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BreakinG the Mark
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the four words  
(Delta Hotels and Resorts®)  
comprising the brand name and 
all brand programs must never be 
“broken” or separated in a headline. 
care should be taken to avoid 
“breaking” or separating the four 
words (Delta Hotels and Resorts®)  
comprising the brand name in body 
text. the same goes for the  
“expect even More™” tagline, as well 
trademarked features such as the 
Delta ModeRoom™ and SmartDesk™.

BrEaking  
thE mark Delta hotels and Resorts®

Delta Privilege™

Expect Even More™

Delta helps™

ModeRoom™

SmartDesk™

Delta hotels  
and Resorts®

Expect  
Even More™

CORRECT EXAMPLES

INCORRECT EXAMPLES

branD eleMents
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expeCt eVen More™
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the registration mark must always 
accompany the expect even More™ 
tagline. the only instances in which it 
can appear without the mark are when 
the words “expect even more” are 
being used in the context of a sentence 
or a headline.

As previously stated (page 36), the 
tagline expect even More™ should 
never be “broken” or separated in a 
headline. the same applies to the words 
“expect even more” if they are being 
used in the context of a sentence  
or a headline.

ExPECt EvEn morE™

Expect Even More, Calgary!

With great new amenities such as these,  
guests can expect even more from their stay.

Expect Even More™, Calgary!

With great new amenities such as these, guests can expect  
even more from their stay.

CORRECT EXAMPLE: HEAdLinE

CORRECT EXAMPLE: sEnTEnCE

INCORRECT EXAMPLE: HEAdLINE

INCORRECT EXAMPLE: sENTENCE

branD eleMents
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loGo treatMentS
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Logo Clear Space.  
Please follow this guide when using 
the centered logo lock up. the primary 
Delta logo can not be altered in  
any way. the logo requires adequate 
space between itself and the other 
assets within a given space,  
treatment or layout.

on light backgrounds, always use the 
blue version of the Delta logo.  
For darker backgrounds, or creative 
presented on Delta blue, the white logo 
treatment is to be used.

All Delta brand and property logos 
must remain in proper aspect ratio 
and cannot be angled, skewed or 
stretched in any way. All vertical and 
horizontal scaling must match to 
mantain consistency of the logo (e.g., if 
the vertical ratio is scaled to 125%, the 
horizontal ratio must also be 125%).

logo trEatmEnt

branD eleMents
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the logo should always have the 
recommended space when presented 
within image treatments, or surrounded 
by imagery to ensure readability.

Additional messaging should always be 
equal space apart from the main Delta 
logo when displayed underneath. 

When placed within a triangle, or 
boarded by objects/images that create 
the illusion of a triangle, angles should 
be set to a 45° angle.

Pixel height and placement of logo 
is dependent on size necessary for 
image/creative, but should always be 
Delta’s first letter “D” x2 in placement. 
(Figure 1.0)

sizE 
rElationshiPs

Book now at deltahotels.com

Book now at deltahotels.com

Book now at deltahotels.com

Book now at deltahotels.com

(Figure 1.0)
branD eleMents
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the stand-alone Delta “D” should only  
be used in/for accent imagery, and  
should never replace the main  
Delta logo at anytime.

in addition, the “D” should only be 
used as a logo and not as a design 
element. it should never be used as 
a replacement for bullet points and 
border treatments, or in combination 
with other design treatments (e.g., 
patterns and textures).

Please contact Manager, Brand 
communications for specific guidelines 
on when and how to use the Delta “D”.

dElta “d” 
trEatmEnt

Image example. Provided for guidance only.

branD eleMents
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exterior SiGnaGe
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exterior hotel Signage Guidelines 

Top-of-building signage requires the stacked “D” Delta logo. 

The colour of the sign face is to be white, unless the building exterior is a light colour.  
In that case, blue (Delta’s Pantone 288) should be used.

 
Building canopies require the stacked hotel logo, if possible, or horizontal with the stylized “D”  

in front of the hotel name (if you require a horizontal logo, please contact Manager, Brand Communications)
 

The letters and logo are to be internally illuminated with energy-efficient, white LED lights. 
 Pylon or monument signage requires the stacked hotel logo. 

required Submittals 
1) Colour elevations of each sign face applied to building or structure.  

2) Dimensioned detail drawings of each sign face. 

interior hotel Signage
Interior signage can be coordinated at the property level, utilizing the hotel logo artwork supplied.

 pleaSe note: All proposed exterior and interior signage must be reviewed and approved  
by the Design Review Committee before proceeding with fabrication.
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Brand eleMentS - SeCtion 2C 

typoGraphy
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Brandon Grotesque is the primary 
typeface for Delta. 

Brandon Grotesque Medium is used for 
all sub-header, and/or secondary lines.

Brandon Grotesque Light can be used 
for legal type, or smaller mice type. 
For headline copy there may be an 
opportunity to combine Medium and 
Light weights, always starting with 
Medium weight for the first line and 
Light weight for the second line. (see 
page 95 for example).

Brandon Grotesque Bold should  
used sparingly. You can use it  
to highlight a word/line in a block  
of copy, or for the purpose of legibility 
(e.g., if you are placing copy on  
top of a busy image).

Primary 
tyPograPhy Brandon grotEsquE 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Brandon grotEsquE - BoldAa
aa
Aa

Brandon GroteSque - MediuM

BRANDON GROTESQUE - LIGHT

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
a B C d E F g h i j k l m n o P q r s t u v w x y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  $ & @ % ( . , : ; ” ! ?

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
a B C d e F G h i j k l M n o p q r S t u V W x y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  $ & @ % ( . , : ; ” ! ?

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  $ & @ % ( . , : ; ” ! ?

branD eleMents
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LEXIA 
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

LEXIA BLAck

Aa
Aa
aa

LEXIA XboLd

leXia bolD

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q rs t u v w x y z 
A Bc d E fg h I j k L m n o p q r s t u v w X y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  $ & @ % ( . , : ; ” ! ?

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q rs t u v w x y z 
A bc d E fg h I j k L m n o p q r s T u v w X y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  $ & @ % ( . , : ; ” ! ?

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q rs t u v w x y z 
a bc D e Fg h i j k l M n o p Q r s t u v W X y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  $ & @ % ( . , : ; ” ! ?

Lexia XBold is the primary typeface for 
campaign specific material and taglines 
(it will only be used for taglines at  
the property level). in addition, 
this font is used for the  
expect even More™ tagline.

the primary typography weight should 
be chosen according to type size.  
the larger the typography the 
lighter the weight. this typeface 
should never be used as body copy.

in some instances Brandon Grotesque 
may be used to replace Lexia as the 
main typeface for campaigns and other 
Delta material where space and legibility 
are an issue (e.g., web banners).

CamPaign  
and hEadlinE

branD eleMents
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Promotional material including print 
pieces and brochures should use  
Brandon Grotesque Medium for  
body copy and smaller type. 

For digital media such as dynamic 
banners and web body/longer copy, 
open Sans Regular is to replace/
substitute for Brandon Grotesque 
Medium as it is web-safe, and 
cross-browser compatible.

Also, in the absence of Brandon 
Grotesque, hotel properties are to use 
open Sans Regular instead - in both 
print and digital executions. it’s a free 
font that’s readily available online.

Body CoPy and 
digital oPtions Brandon GroteSque 

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Open SanS 
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Brandon GroteSque - MediuM

Open SanS - RegulaR

aa

aa

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
a B C d e F G h i j k l M n o p q r S t u V W x y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  $ & @ % ( . , : ; ” ! ?

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n O p q R S T u v w x y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  $ & @ % ( . , : ; ” ! ?

branD eleMents
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For digital media such as dynamic 
banners and web body/longer copy, 
open Sans Regular is to replace/
substitute for Brandon Grotesque 
Medium as it is web-safe, and cross-
browser compatible.

Hotel properties are to use open Sans 
Regular as a body copy on property, 
such as printed material and signage. 
in these instances Brandon Grotesque 
Medium is to become the headline/
sub-head font, and open Sans Regular 
used for body (Figure 1.0).

digital Open SanS 
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

Open SanS - RegulaR

aa a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n O p q R S T u v w x y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  $ & @ % ( . , : ; ” ! ?

it all began with a single 62-room motor inn in Richmond, british columbia.
founded in 1962, delta hotels and Resorts® has grown to become canada’s 
leading hotel management company. Today, we boast a diversified portfolio of 40 
city-centre, airport and resort properties. widely viewed as the brand of choice for 
discerning owners and guests, we also take pride in being an exemplary employer 
to more than 8,000 people and an active corporate citizen building stronger 
canadian communities from coast to coast.

(Figure 1.0)

Headline  
and Sub-Head 

(Branden Grotesque - Medium)

Body Copy 
(Open Sans - Regular)

delta hotelS and reSortS®

a Canadian hotel Management Success Story.

branD eleMents
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PAntone 288c is the master brand 
colour with gradations of 80%, 60%, 
30% and 10% leading to white used as 
accent/support in some instances.

PAntone 10101c is the master 
support colour with gradations of 80%, 
60%, 30% and 10% leading to white 
for gray accents and silver metallics.

*in some instance Pantone colours will 
not be available for printed material 
(due to costing, format etc.) For these 
situations please refer to the  
“Primary Palette: Digital and Print” 
on the next page for the appropriate 
colour replacement.

 
PantonEs: 
PrintEd matErial

PantonE 288C PantonE 10101C

Pantone + 288c
# 002c73

Pantone + Metallics 10101c
# D9e0e2 (Silver)

80%

60%

30 %

10%

80%

60%

30 %

10%

The primary Pantone palette is to be used for spot colour and treatments  
on printed material when available, such as business cards, door hangers,  

and key-card holders and related collateral. This provides a richer, truer colour,  
and improves overall quality of the printed piece.

branD eleMents
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Delta Blue is the primary and main 
focal colour of the master brand. Delta 
Blue can be used as the dominant color 
with everything else in white. this is all 
dependent on the execution and piece 
of creative being produced.

in certain instances Lte Grey is to be 
used as a replacement for its Pantone 
Metallic counterpart (Refer to Pantone 
Palette on previous page).

Lte Grey and Yellow are referred to as 
the main accent colours to compliment 
Delta Blue, and can be used together 
or individually, as long as they are 
paired together with Delta Blue at all 
times. Yellow should never be used for 
more than 10% of the overall creative 
palette.

 
Primary PalEttE: 
Print & digital

dElta BluE 
(PantonE 288C matCh)

ltE grEy
(PantonE 10101C matCh) yEllow

# 004684 # DADADe # F7D30c

c: 100 c: 12 c: 4

M: 65 M: 9 M: 13

R: 0 R: 218 R: 247

Y: 0 Y: 7 Y: 100

G: 70 G: 218 G: 211

K: 31 K: 1 K: 0

B: 132 B: 222 B: 12

80%

60%

30 %

10%

80%

60%

30 %

10%

80%

60%

30 %

10%

branD eleMents
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textureS
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textures are to be used for accent 
purposes only when appropriate. 
they can be altered in any way to fit 
the accompanied creative (colour 
overlay, opacity, placement, etc.) and 
can be chosen based on their level of 
appropriateness (you are not restricted 
to using one texture over another). 

wood WOOD

branD eleMents
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textures are to be used for accent 
purposes only when appropriate. they 
can be altered in any way to fit the 
accompanied creative (colour overlay, 
opacity, placement etc...).

Please contact Manager, Brand 
communications for specific guidelines 
on when and how to use textures.

mEtal and stonE

STONE

METAL

branD eleMents
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Depending on the creative, patterns 
can be used over-top as an overlay on 
images or colours, or on their own.  
they also may be used on promotional 
material associated with  
Delta Hotels and Resorts®, or other 
services. (e.g., restaurants).

the triangle/diamond pattern will be 
used as the primary accent for all 2014 
campaign collateral, whereas the  
square/diamond pattern will be used 
specifically for pieces that feature  
“black and white” imagery.

the square/diamond pattern will  
be used as the primary accent for  
all 2014 campaign collateral.

Please contact Manager, Brand 
communications for specific guidelines 
on when and how to use patterns.

PattErns PATTERNS

Image example. Provided for guidance only.

Image example. Provided for guidance only.

branD eleMents
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iMaGery
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to display the personality of  
Delta Hotels and Resorts®, imagery 
should be airy and clean, and reflect the 
quality and contemporary feel of Delta. 
they should evoke a real sense of time 
and storytelling and should be treated 
to fit within the overall tone and colour 
palette of Delta. 

Hotel and colleagues imagery should 
showcase the movement and individual 
stories happening within.   
 
colleagues and visitors should be 
captured in situation, rarely posed.

hotEl and 
CollEaguEs

branD eleMents
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Business imagery should capture the 
professionalism of the individuals 
and showcase the contemporary 
accommodations Delta has to offer. 
Additional meeting options, such as 
lobby seating, or lounge settings will 
offer alternative, more casual meeting 
spaces to offer variety and attract a 
wider demographic.

imagery featuring people should be  
taken in situation, with a wide range 
in demographic and age.

BusinEss

branD eleMents
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experience appeal imagery should 
provide guests with what they can 
experience on- and off-property during 
their Delta stay, while adding value to 
their overall association with the brand.

Delta Dining™ 
these images should be light, bright 
and visually appealing. When choosing 
images, keep your audience in mind 
and try to differentiate Delta from 
the competition (e.g., don’t feature a 
common-place dish like salmon in a 
harbour town).

Attractions 
When selecting these images, it is 
important to be mindful of the current 
season (e.g., don’t feature people skiing 
in the middle of the summer). imagery 
that features close-ups of people 
enjoying themselves are preferred over 
zoomed-out images of attractions and 
settings.

ExPEriEnCE aPPEal

branD eleMents
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imagery should capture people  
enjoying the amenities offered by 
Delta Hotels and Resorts®, and should 
provide future guests with a sense  
of what they can do/expect. Situations 
can include relaxing in bed with  
in-room dining, enjoying the pool with 
family, or unwinding with a personal 
massage.

to showcase Delta as not just a hotel,  
but as a potential location to host 
special gatherings, weddings and 
outdoor events, accompanying images 
should capture the emotion, mood 
and excitement of those events. not 
only do they offer additional ideas to 
potential and current visitors, but they 
have the ability to show the resort and 
outdoor surroundings in a powerful way.

vaCation  
and lEisurE

branD eleMents
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Black and White imagery has been 
chosen as the 2014 campaign print and 
digital look as it conveys a richness, 
elegance and sophistication that helps 
to usher in a new awareness play for 
the new four-star Delta. colour pops 
of Delta Blue in key elements on the 
photograph help to emphasize the 
Delta connection, ideally a tie, shirt, 
belt or piece of luggage. never shoes, 
watches, glasses, fingernails or any 
part of the body. this is paired with the 
square/diamond pattern overlay  
and the use of Lexia XBold  
for campaign and headline.

Black and White imagery may also be 
used without the pattern, campaign 
font or blue colour pops as additional 
imagery used to convey a certain mood 
or emotion e.g., weddings, dining, etc.).

BlaCk and whitE

branD eleMents
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Corporate Brand identity
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stationEry
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kEy Card

corporate branD iDentity
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door hangEr

corporate branD iDentity
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PowErPoint
tEmPlatE

corporate branD iDentity
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PowErPoint
tEmPlatE

corporate branD iDentity
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SaleS BroChure
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Media kit
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inFoGraphiCS
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inFograPhiCs

infographics are used to relay a 
message quickly through visual means, 
and/or when language barriers may be 
an issue. 

if you require any infographics to 
be produced for specific collateral, 
Please contact Manager, Brand 
communications.

corporate branD iDentity
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Corporate Brand WeBSite 
deltahotels.com
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89Digital branD iDentity

CorPoratE 
Brand wEBsitE
deltahotels.com

the new desktop site for  
Delta Hotels and Resorts® features 
design elements and cues that were 
established in this Brand Style Guide 
– as well as a restructured user 
experience that provides enhanced 
navigation and highlights important 
content in a more intuitive way.

it has been designed to be 
adaptive/responsive for a seamless user 
experience from desktop to tablet to 
mobile.

it is also WcAG (Web content 
Accessibility Guidelines) and AoDA 
(Accessibility for ontarians with 
Disabilities Act) compliant, which is 
mandatory for all websites.
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CorPoratE Brand 
moBilE aPPliCation

in addition to serving up content in a 
more “mobile friendly” way, the new 
Delta mobile application gives users the 
ability to do a wide variety of things, 
such as: order housekeeping services, 
arrange transportation and check out 
online. it will also provide guests with 
curated information about attractions 
and events in their area.

Digital branD iDentity
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eMail teMplateS
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A responsive email template provides 
visual consistency for users when 
viewing emails on desktop and mobile. 
it allows the content featured to be 
re-organized to fit the size needed.

this email template applies across 
the Delta portfolio, for individual or a 
grouping of hotel properties.

Email:  
liFEstylE

Digital branD iDentity
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Email:  
Promotions

A responsive email template provides 
visual consistency for users when 
viewing emails on desktop and mobile. 
it allows the content featured to be 
re-organized to fit the size needed.

emails in this template can be  
promotional-based, such as partner 
offers, seasonal promotions, and 
percent promotions. Location 
promotions can also be featured that 
deal with one location in particular, and 
may talk about the hotel in that area, 
its restaurant, and any festival/events 
happening currently, or upcoming.

new Delta locations that call attention 
and awareness around current progress, 
opening date, future booking and local 
attractions can be featured as well.

Digital branD iDentity
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SoCial Media
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FaCeBook
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FaCEBook

the cover and profile photos should 
always compliment each other and 
follow imagery guidelines within the 
Brand Style Guide.

Facebook tab icons/buttons and 
labeling should be consistent.

Cover Photo Size:
851 x 315px
(if you upload an image that’s smaller 
than these dimensions, it will be 
stretched to this larger size)

Profile Photo Size:
180 x 180px (Smallest)

Tab Icons & Background: 
Icon Size: 111 x 74px
Background: #004684 (Delta Blue)
Font: Brandon Grotesque 18pt. 
(top line: Bold, bottom: Regular)

Digital branD iDentity
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FaCEBook taBs

Facebook tabs must be consistent 
with the look and feel of the corporate 
brand website in order to ensure 
a seamless and integrated user 
experience.

Facebook Tab Dimensions:
810pixels wide x unlimited length.

Digital branD iDentity
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Regardless of whether a post contains 
an offer-driven message or a lifestyle-
driven message, the copy should always 
stay true to the Delta tone established 
in this document. Figure 2 provides 
a good example of how to write in 
a friendly, conversational manner 
while still being “elevated”. Also, stay 
away from using acronyms like “lol” 
and “omg” and ask questions, when 
possible, to encourage engagement.

in addition, include our 
#expectevenMore hashtag when 
possible and hashtag the names of our 
partners (e.g., Aeroplan in Figure 1).

Standard Page Posts Dimensions:
618 x 618px  
(Minimal, Recommended) insures 
quality display on desktop and mobile.

FaCEBook 
voiCE & Posts

Figure 1:
Facebook posts that feature offers should be short 
and direct. they should also be accompanied by 
appealing images of Delta properties.

Figure 2:
in addition to promotions and offers, a well-
balanced content calendar should include lifestyle 
posts that highlight Delta’s knowledge of local 
activities, restaurants and events across canada

Digital branD iDentity
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GooGle+
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Since Google+ and Facebook share 
many similarities, the same rules  
with respect to tone of copy apply  
to both platforms. 

Please see the examples that were 
created for Facebook on page 96 for 
more information on how to write  
posts for Google+.

Cover Photo Size:
1080 x 608px (Recommended)
2120 x 1192px (Maximum)

Profile Photo Size:
250 x 250px

Standard Page Posts Dimensions:
800 x 600px (Recommended)

googlE+

Digital branD iDentity
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tWitter
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the twitter page should align and be 
consistent with Facebook imagery, 
or vise-versa (eg., Similar/same cover 
photos, profile) while adhering to twitter 
guidelines (promotions cover guidelines).

Cover/Header Photo Size:
2560 x 600px (Maximum)
1500 x 500px (Recommended)
Because the twitter Header image will 
crop a larger image and stretch a smaller 
image to 1500 x 500px, it is recommend 
you upload your image at this size. 

Background:
Size: Unlimited
Maximum file size: 3mb

Profile Photo Size:
400 x 400px

Posts Dimensions:
440 x 220px (Preview size. Full image 
size varies depending on content)

twittEr

Digital branD iDentity
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twittEr  
voiCE & Posts

Figure 1:
instead of simply stating what Delta 
offers, try creating a bit of dialogue 
around the topic. in cases like these, 
open-ended questions tend to work 
really well.

Figure 2:
Like Facebook posts, tweets with 
promotions in them should be short 
and direct. in addition, they should 
include our #expectevenMore hashtag 
whenever possible.

Figure 3:
As with Facebook, a well-balanced 
content calendar for twitter should also 
include lifestyle tweets that highlight 
Delta’s knowledge of local activities, 
restaurants and events across canada.

(Figure 1)

(Figure 2)

(Figure 3)

Digital branD iDentity
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linkedin
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Linkedin will be visually consistent with 
the current cover/profile imagery that 
is being used for other Delta social 
properties. this will be done for the 
sake of visual recognition.

Cover Photo Size:
646 x 220px
(Maximum 2mb)

Standard Logo:
100 x 60px

Square Logo:
50 x 50px
(note: Square logo is used on the 
network updates)

linkEdin

Digital branD iDentity
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youtuBe
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youtuBE

Youtube profile will be visually 
consistent with the current cover/
profile imagery that is being used for 
other Delta social properties. this 
will be done for the sake of visual 
recognition.

Videos featured will be from Delta, 
such as television spots (French and 
english) interviews, video vignettes, 
events, etc.

Channel Art Dimensions:
tV Background: 2560 x 1440px

Cover Image:
Desktop: 2560 x 423px
tablet: 1855 x 423px
Safe Area: 1546 x 423px
(Accompanying text should live within 
the “safe area” size for both tablet and 
desktop cover images)

Profile Photo:
250 x 250px

Digital branD iDentity
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pintereSt
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the Delta Pinterest page will showcase 
each Delta location with their own 
board. Users will be able to easily 
identify images to specific locations 
and what amenities, event spaces, 
rooms, etc., are available. Delta will also 
have the ability to re-pin other users’ 
photos and add them to their location 
board to provide more variety, with a 
consumer perspective of each location.

Profile Photo size: 
165 x 165px

PintErEst

Digital branD iDentity
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PintErEst Boards

Within each locations individual board, 
imagery from that location will be 
showcased, from Delta, and from users. 
new locations, and current process 
location boards will be created for 
users to follow progress as images are 
added to each board. images featured 
will showcase what locations have to 
offer, from food, amenities, meeting 
and event spaces, and local vacation 
attractions (e.g., parks) and festivals.

Maximum Pin Width When Clicked: 
735px

Digital branD iDentity
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BannEr
guidElinEs

the guidelines provided are intended 
for both static and motion-based 
banners.

imagery and video featured within  
the banners should reflect image  
guidelines and look/feel.  
Geo-targeted ads should feature 
content from specified location.

Pixel height and placement of logo is 
dependent on size necessary for image/
creative, but should always be Delta’s 
first letter “D” x2 in placement. 
Delta Hotels and Resorts® should 
always be legible.

“expect even More™” should always 
be used as an end line and/or frame. 
Minimal  font size should not be less 
than 12pt. Lexia Black

When placing the Delta 
logo, or creating/placing a 
solid shape to frame copy,  

a 45° angle should be used.

opacity percent of shape is 
dependent on image used.

Brandon Grotesque is the primary font used across 
all banners. Bold and Regular font weight can be 
used to call attention to a certain word/aspect of 

copy. Font sizing should be legible and never 
smaller than 10pt. 

Since online banners are generally lmited to smaller 
aspect ratios (e.g., 300 pixels X 250 pixels), and 
usually on a fairly cluttered page competing for 

attention, it is recommended to use sentence case 
in Brandon Grotesque Regular font weight for body 

copy, while using upper case Brandon Grotesque 
Bold for property mentions within the body copy 

(e.g., DeLtA toRonto®) to draw additional 
attention to the location.

45° angle

Digital branD iDentity
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Samples shown provide an example of banner ads that “pan” out 
of an image or video. As the ads play out, more of the image is 

revealed to reinforce the “expect even More™” tagline.

samPlE BannErs

Geo-targeted ads will feature  
specific messages that relate to  
specific Delta properties.

Digital branD iDentity
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online banners should resolve with 
our “expect even More™” tag line 
and feature imagery/designs that are 
consistent with the creative platform.

Samples shown provide an example of banner ads that “pan” out 
of an image or video. As the ads play out, more of the image is 

revealed to reinforce the “expect even More™” tagline

samPlE BannErs

Digital branD iDentity
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MoBile BannerS
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Due to lack of space, messages for 
mobile ads should be as short and 
direct as possible. 

Since a strong ctA (call to Action) 
is key on such a small banner, it is 
recommended that the ctA be all 
upper case (e.g., BooK YoUR 
ReSeRVAtion). this also works 
differently than a standard online 
banner where it was recommended 
to address the property (e.g., Delta 
toronto®) in upper case and bold 
weight, but since that font weight/
treatment is reserved for the ctA on 
mobile banners, it is recommended to 
use sentence case in this instance.

moBilE 
BannErs

Digital branD iDentity
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online Video
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onlinE vidEo

online videos complement, and are key 
to both broadcast and digital strategies, 
and allow us to broaden the reach of 
the main campaign message, or create  
targeted singular messages for specific 
audiences. the final frames of the  
video should resolve with our  
“expect even More™” tagline and 
feature designs that are consistent  
with the look, tone and feel of  
the creative platform.

Digital branD iDentity
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Voice 1: 
Hey, there. Yes, you. Traveling to downtown Winnipeg for business or fun? 
We hope you don’t mind, but we went ahead and renovated your room for 
you. It’s even better now. You’re gonna love it. Oh, and don’t worry about  
bringing your coat either. We have a heated, indoor skywalk that connects  

Delta Winnipeg to the MTS Centre, the RBC Convention Centre and City 
Place, so you don’t have to walk outside. It’s incredible. Don’t forget: book 
online at Delta Winnipeg dot com so you can get our special “Leave Your 

Coat in Your Room Rate”. See you soon!

Voice 2: 
Delta Winnipeg: Expect Even More.

High-quality broadcast such as tV or 
digital video which can be an extension 
of broadcast,  must be approved by 
corporate Marketing.  

Radio broadcast is a strong local medium 
with high frequency and ideally suited 
to promote hotel packages.  Radio 
campaigns should drive to web for retail 
conversion. Radio scripts and talent for 
voice over must be first approved by 
corporate Brand communications.  the 
tone of the radio spot should not feel 
like a broadcaster pitching an offer.  it 
should be conversational as if one friend 
is telling another friend about something 
that he or she would be interested in  
the voice delivery should not be forced 
or too excited.  Suggest that the talent 
imagine that the script is being delivered 
to his/her best friend over a cup of 
coffee and must sound natural and 
conversational, with a normal cadence.

BroadCast

Delta Winnipeg® Radio Campaign for  
“Leave Your Coat in Your Room Package”

CORRECT EXAMPLE

Digital branD iDentity
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audio
For these mediums, use brand-approved talent for voice over (reference television 

spot). The delivery is elevated, and does not sound like a sales pitch. Slow and controlled, 
they annunciate each word with clarity and precision. They are able to do this because 

the scripts have been written for them.

Whether it’s the broadcast spot or one of the vignettes, it’s important to give the 
narrator time and space to say everything clearly, without having to feel that  

they need to speed up to fit everything in. 

Video
Though it will be difficult to reproduce the quality of the visuals in the broadcast spot,  

we can at least make sure that the content of our videos are elevated.

Unless you are targeting your message to a very specific demographic, do not post/
create content that only a small group of people will relate to/understand. Stay away 

from “inside” jokes, sayings or situations. Also, try to keep the length of your videos as 
short as possible (a couple of minutes at the most).

When capturing visuals, always use a tri-pod to ensure that your shots are steady. 
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exaMpleS - 2014
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CaMpaiGn exaMpleS
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SeaSonal exaMpleS
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NOTE: This ‘seasonal’ creative example was designed as a bridge between current and future states of the Delta brand creative identity and should only 
be used as reference to a ‘seasonal’ style execution and not as the creative template for all ‘seasonal’ campaigns. Please use the details and practices 
outlined in the Brand Style Guide to create seasonal style executions.
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delta priVileGe™
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Delta  

    privilege™
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Delta  

    Meetings™

“Success” is a word that we often associate with a great meeting.  
Everything ladders up to it; it’s the end-result that every planner  

or presenter hopes to achieve.

For this tagline, we really wanted to emphasize the idea of success  
and imply that Delta’s meeting services are directly connected to it.

tagline:
Success Starts here.
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Delta  

    events™

A successful event is greater than the sum of its parts.  
It’s not about just the décor, the service and the food, it’s about all those  

things coming together to create one thing: a great moment.

Through this tagline, we want to position Delta as a place where  
all those little things align to create one big, memorable occasion.

tagline:
Celebrate the Moment.
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Delta  

    greens™

As proud Canadians, and compassionate citizens of this planet,  
it is important for all of us to treat not only our neighbours with respect,  

but our earth as well.

Delta Greens™ is more than just a project, it’s a promise.  
As such, we wanted a tagline that speaks to this fact directly and succinctly.

tagline:
our promise. our responsibility.
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Delta  

    talent™

Delta is more than just a place where employees punch the clock,  
it’s a place where people unlock their potential - a place where you get  

recognized and rewarded for the great things that you do.
 

Having said that, we want a tagline that captures this idea.  
We want to show people that Delta Talent™ is not about finding a job,  

it’s about discovering a calling.

tagline:
people. passion. possibility.
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Delta  

    helps™

Delta Hotels and Resorts® is an organization that takes  
care of people, inside and outside its walls. 

This tagline speaks to the passion that’s at the core of Delta Helps™, as well as to the 
desire of each member of the Delta community to reach out and make a difference.

tagline:
Make a difference.
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Brand proGraM loGoS



 MEE TINGS TM

 E VENTS TM

 GREENS TM

 DINING TM  hELPS TM

 TALENT TM
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DELTA MERCHANDISING STANDARDS - PATH To PILLoW

The development of the Merchandising Standards Guide is to effectively drive the strategic 
design of each touchpoint encountered by a guest when visiting a Delta property.  

This guide exists to provide clear rules to assist in the design and approval of all Delta  
on-property merchandising. 

Adherence to these guidelines will ensure that Delta’s guests are presented  
with a holistic and impactful four-star experience at each touchpoint  

throughout their journey. 

New standards for on premise signage, other physical brand programs and music are in 
development. If you have any requirements for these items, contact the Manager, Brand 

Communications.
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QuICk-WIN TouCHPoINT DESIGN AND PLACEMENT PRINCIPLES

1) Consider the following when designing a delta touchpoint: 
• Simplify the communications to one direct, guest-relevant message. Apply 10-5-1 thinking.
• Reduce copy. Too much copy adds visual complexity and is seldom read
• Limit headlines to five words or less
• Consider the tone and manner by which you communicate with the Delta guest
• Be genuine and authentic

2) as the old adage states, “a picture is worth a thousand words” 
• Tell more with vivid images and iconography
• Limit the use of focal points (areas where the eye is naturally drawn) to no more than three
•  Consider where the touchpoint will be situated when designing the asset. How far away will  

the intended viewer be when they encounter the touchpoint? Will they approach from two  
sides and if so does it need to be a double-sided design?

3) always use a strong call to action
• Tell the guest what you’d like them to do next (e.g., join us, book now, etc.)
• Make it clear how to action the message (e.g., click, call, visit, etc.)
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QuICk-WIN TouCHPoINT DESIGN AND PLACEMENT PRINCIPLES

4) Consider where the delta touchpoint is placed: 
• Be aware of sight lines. Do not block views. Make it easy to see.
•  Where will the guest encounter the message? Merchandising design elevates  

the brand in the right way at the right time in the right place.

5) Consider the need state of your guests and the corresponding service or message: 
• Are they tired after traveling? Suggest the spa.  
• Are they hungry after a day of meetings? Suggest the restaurant.  
• Are they visiting with their team and would they like to socialize? Suggest the lounge.

other Considerations:
• Always remove outdated promotional programs. 
• Remove clutter. More is not always better, try to limit your merchandising touchpoints.
• Remove signage components that do not align to Delta’s brand standards.
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oVerVieW



157MerchanDising stanDarDs

thE 10-5-1 
mEthod

the 10-5-1 principle is presented to 
ensure that each component designed for 
placement on a Delta property considers 
a clear function for each element used. All 
elements that do not serve a contributing 
role in explaining the promotional 
narrative should be removed.

Visibility and legibility of the core concept 
from a distance of 10 feet is required 
to be effectively noted (Attract). this 
is often most effectively achieved by 
utilizing photography that is genuine and 
uncontrived. Do not assume that the 
guest will read the supporting message.

the 5-foot message should (engage) 
the guest by delivering key benefits and 
product or service claims. this is typically 
done through punchy bursts of copy.

the 1-foot message is the place to close 
(Sell) and call the guest to action. 

attraCt EngagE sEll
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Distance (cm) X 0.472 = Point Size

A AA A A

NEAR EXAMPLE
(Brochure)
Distance = 34 cm
34 X 0.472 = 16.048
Body Point Size = 16 pt.

FAR EXAMPLE
(Billboard)
Distance = 12 m
1200  X 0.472 = 566.4
Body Point Size = 566.5 pt.

tyPE sizing
Formula

Following the type sizing formula ensures 
that type remains legible to viewers at 
relative distances.

the formula has been optimized for 
Brandon Grotesque - Medium.

Step 1:
Determine the type size of the body copy 
using the type sizing formula. 

Step 2: 
Visually determine other type sizes 
relative to the body copy.

MerchanDising stanDarDs
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diGital CreatiVe aSSet liBrary
(dCal)
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sizE oPtions

there are six size options that the DcAL 
system will support: 
• Roll-up Display (Banner): 33” x 78”
• Poster: 24” x 36”
• Elevator Card / Poster: 

10.75 x 15.375 or 11” x 17” (portrait or 
landscape) 

• Counter Display: 
8.5” x 11” (portrait or landscape)

these size options are standard across all 
Delta properties. 

Required resolution: 300dpi.

MerchanDising stanDarDs

Roll-up Display
33” x 78”

24” x 36” 17” x 11”
Landscape

11” x 8.5”
Landscape

8.5” x 11”
Portrait

11” x 17”
Portrait
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PhotograPhy

imagery within the design of the print 
materials should reflect Delta’s image 
guidelines and look/feel. Photography 
should be specific to Delta properties, 
where applicable.

images that provide open space and 
depth work best alongside headlines 
and body copy.

MerchanDising stanDarDs
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tyPograPhy

Brandon Grotesque is the primary font 
used across all design materials. Font 
sizing should be legible and follow the  
10-5-1 priniciple. 

MerchanDising stanDarDs

Headlines are in all-caps and should 
not exceed 35 characters. Brandon 
Grotesque Medium is the font used for 
the first line, with Brandon Grotesque 
Light for the second.

Body copy should not exceed 140 
characters. Brandon Grotesque Light is 
the font used. Brandon Grotesque Bold 
can be added to highlight imporatnt 
information in the body copy, and 
should always be used for any call to 
action that follows.

Font colour will depend on background imagery.

LIGHT BACkGRouND
Headline: Delta Blue # 004684

Body copy: Dark Grey # 333333
ctA: Dark Grey # 333333 | BoLD | STANDALoNE

DARk BACkGRouND
Headline: White # FFFFFF

Body copy and ctA: White # FFFFFF

HEADLINE (engage)
BODY COPY

IMAGE (attract)

CALL TO ACTION (sell)
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logos and 
taglinEs

All logos and taglines must remain 
in proper aspect ratio and cannot be 
angled, skewed or stretched in any way. 
All vertical and horizontal scaling must 
match to mantain consistency of the 
logo (e.g., if the vertical ratio is scaled 
to 125%, the horizontal ratio must also 
be 125%).

MerchanDising stanDarDs

in most cases, 
use white logo in 
blue triangle.

on-property logos 
should be used in 
a manner that is 
consistent with 
their own brand 
guidlines. they 
should not be 
altered in any way.

Use blue tagline on light backgrounds.
tagline font is Lexia.

Use white tagline on dark backgrounds.
tagline font is Lexia.

When blue triangle 
clashes or blends 
with background, 
use blue logo in 
white triangle.

Expect Even more®

Expect Even more®
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layout oPtions

these sample layouts are representative 
of Delta’s standardized format for  
DcAL print designs. 

there are, however, cases in which this 
format does not apply. Sometimes, 
additional elements need to be added 
to a design  (e.g., partner logos). 

Use your best descretion when adding 
these additional elements, and try to 
stick to the standardized format as 
closely as possible. 

MerchanDising stanDarDs

in most cases, the posters follow 
a simple formula.

ToP LEFT ALIGNED
on-property Logo (if applicable)
Headline
Body copy
call to action (if applicable)
expect even More® tagline

BASE RIGHT ALIGNED
Delta logo in triangle

33” x 78” roll-up banner is the 
exception.

ToP CENTRED
Delta logo
expect even More® tagline

LEFT ALIGNED
Headline
Body copy
call to action (if applicable)

LEFT BASE ALIGNED
Additional Logo (if applicable)
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layout ExamPlEs

the following are some additional 
layout examples. 

MerchanDising stanDarDs
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layout 
ExCEPtions

the following are examples of designs 
that do not follow the standardized 
format for DcAL. 

MerchanDising stanDarDs

there are times when the message or imagery 
requires an alternative layout. Use your best 
descretion when handling these layouts, and 
try to stick to the standardized format as 
closely as possible. 

Maintenance posters are an exception that 
follow their own set of rules. they are very 
utilitarian, and include concise messaging 
matched with intuative iconography.
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diGital SiGnaGe
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sizE oPtions
and vidEo lEngth

there are two size options to 
choose from: 1920 x 1080px and  
1080 x 1920px.

these size options are standard across 
all Delta properties. 

each video/bumper has a time limit of  
15 seconds.

MerchanDising stanDarDs

1920px X 1080px
Hotel logo bumper

Landscape

1080px X 1920px
Hotel logo bumper

Portrait
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PhotograPhy 
and motion

imagery within the posters should reflect 
Delta’s image guidelines and look/feel. 
Photography should be specific to Delta 
properties, where applicable.

images that provide open space and 
depth work best alongside headlines and 
body copy.

A subtle touch of motion could be added 
to images to make them more visually 
appealling on digital screens.

cinemagraphs can be used to repeat 
motion in a photograph (e.g., ice floating 
in a rocks glass, or steam rising from a 
freshly cooked dish).

MerchanDising stanDarDs
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vidEo

in some cases, stock footage (as well 
as footage from Delta commercials/
vignettes) is used on digital screens in 
place of still images. 

MerchanDising stanDarDs
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tyPograPhy

Brandon Grotesque is the primary 
font used across all digital platforms. 
Font sizing should be legible and 
follow the 10-5-1 priniciple. 

MerchanDising stanDarDs

Headlines are in all-caps and should 
not exceed 35 characters. Brandon 
Grotesque Regular is the font used, 
with Brandon Grotesque Bold added to 
put empahsis on a line or word within 
the headline.

Body copy / call to action should 
not exceed 60 characters. Brandon 
Grotesque Regular is the font used.

Font colour will depend on background imagery.

LIGHT BACkGRouND
Headline: Delta Blue # 004684

Body copy and call to Action: Delta Blue # 004684

DARk BACkGRouND
Headline: White # FFFFFF

Body copy and ctA: White # FFFFFF
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logos and 
taglinEs

All logos and taglines must remain 
in proper aspect ratio and cannot be 
angled, skewed or stretched in any way. 
All vertical and horizontal scaling must 
match to mantain consistency of the 
logo (e.g., if the vertical ratio is scaled 
to 125%, the horizontal ratio must also 
be 125%).

MerchanDising stanDarDs

Use blue tagline on light backgrounds.
tagline font is Lexia.

Use white tagline on dark backgrounds.
tagline font is Lexia.

Use white logo on 
dark backgrounds.

on-property logos 
and partner logos 
should be used in 
a manner that is 
consistent with 
their own brand 
guidlines. they 
should not be 
altered in any way.

Use blue logo on 
light backgrounds.

Expect Even more®

Expect Even more®
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animation 
ExamPlEs

the following are some examples of 
animation styles that are used for 
Delta’s digital signage.

SAMPLe AnD PLAYLiSt

Dayparting should encourage impulse 
buying for on-site F&B outlets and 
seasonal promotions and wayfinding for 
events.

MoRninG 
LUncH
AFteRnoon
DinneR
eVeninG

 

MerchanDising stanDarDs

Graphics and copy are layered in with 
simple fade transitions to help tell 
the story.

triangles gently animate in building 
off one another.

elements in photos have been sliced 
out separately to move and zoom 
subtly on different planes - bringing 
the photo to life.

Footage from one of Delta’s 
vingnettes plays (no sound included).

Graphics are layered in with simple 
fade transitions.

PRoPeRtY BUMPeRS (7 Sec)

Meet HeRe  (15 Sec)

PRoPeRtY F&B  (15 Sec)

Graphics and copy are layered in 
over the photo with simple fade 
transitions.

ends on a still frame with a slight 
transparent overlay. Still frame can 
continue to move and zoom subtly.

once in place, the traingles continue 
to move and zoom subtly, while slightly 
changing their shade of colour.

Beer glass is a cinemagraph, 
with the bubbles continueously 
floating up through the glass - 
just makes you want to touch it!
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The Brand Style Guide has been produced for the exclusive use of Delta colleagues.  
It is not intended to cover technical specifications for every conceivable application.  

For assistance or further information, contact the Manager, Brand Communications.

All rights reserved. Delta Hotels and Resorts® 2014
July 2014 Edition 1.3
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delta GreenS™

Delta Hotels and Resorts® 
Delta Greens™, GreenSTAY™ Program 
Brand Guidelines
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delta GreenS™

Guests care deeply about sustainability and environment issues although it does not always drive 
hotel choice.  It’s time for Delta to share the tremendous achievements to becoming the best 

sustainability program in the Canadian hospitality industry through Delta Greens™ and our new 
2015 GreenSTAY™ program.  We need to inspire our guests, colleagues and owners, be a genuine 

role models for the industry and have Delta Greens™ recognized as a full fledged brand with its 
own unique look and feel that reflects its value proposition and brand promise
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l o G o S
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l o G o S
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C o l o u r S

primary Colours Secondary Colours

accent Colours

Delta Greens™

PMS 5545C
c 74, m 39, y 65, k22
R 69, G 109, B 92

C 9, M 6, Y 5, K0
R 229, G 230, B 232

GreenSTAY™

PMS 368C
C 56, M 1, Y 100, K0
R 125, g 191, b 51

c 69, m 63, y 62, k57
R 53, g 53, b 53

C 71, M 0, Y 39, K0
R 0, G 195, B 178

c 65, m 93, y 5, k1
R 118, g 56, b 142
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d e lta  G r e e n S ™ E N G L I S H
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d e lta  G r e e n S ™  F R E N C H
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d e lta  G r e e n S ™ N O  TA G L I N E

Alternatively the Delta Greens™ logo 
may be used without its tagline. 

This version of the logo is for instances 
where the logo is to small to visually 
see/read the attached tagline version. 
Legibility should always be top of mind 
when placing/using the appropriate 
logo. 
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GreenS tay ™ E N G L I S H
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GreenS tay ™ F R E N C H
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GreenS tay ™ & d e lta  G r e e n S ™ 

when speaking or promoting both 
programs together (delta greens and 
greenSTay) the following logo lockup 
is to be used. (dependant on creative 
and sizing restrictions/readability)
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S i z e  r e l at i o n S h i p S

logo clear Space
Please follow the guide when using 
either logos or tagline lock up.

The Delta Greens™ and GreenSTAY™ 
logos, as well as the tagline require 
adequate space between itself and the 
other assets within a given space or 
layout.

All logos and taglines must remain in 
proper aspect ratio and cannot be 
angled, skewed or stretched in any way.

All vertical and horizontal scaling must 
match to maintain consistency of the 
logo (e.g., if the vertical ratio is scaled to 
125%, the horizontal ratio must also be 
125%).
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i n C o r r e C t  u S e

When using the different logo lock ups 
for Delta Greens™, or GreenSTAY™, 
always select the correct versions for 
the chosen creative.

Avoid incorrect use, and any alterations 
of logo lock-ups as examples shown.
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t y p o G r a p h y

headlines
Lulu® is the primary typeface for the 
Delta GreenSTAY™ program, and is to 
be used for all headlines treatments 
(print, digital etc.).

Lulu® has a unique treatment/texture 
within the typeface itself to soften the 
bold font and reinforce the natural 
creative of the GreenSTAY™ program 
and Delta Greens™.

LuLu ONE-BOLD
A B C D E f G h I j k L M N O P q R S T u V W x Y z 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  $ & @ % ( . , : ; ” ! ?

À Â È Ê Ë É Ù Û Ü Î Ï Ç Œ
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t y p o G r a p h y

Sub-headlines

Body copy

For instances that require or insist for a 
secondary headline or sub-text  
ARVO - Regular is to be used. This is 
to separate and call attention to the 
secondary messaging as to not blend in 
with body copy and main headline copy.
(*Please refer to creative examples 
presented in this brand guideline for use 
instances)

For digital media such as dynamic 
banners and web body/longer copy,
Open Sans Regular is to be used as 
it is web-safe, and cross-browser 
compatible. It’s a free font that’s readily 
available online.

Open SanS - RegulaR

aa a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n O p q R S T u v w x y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  $ & @ % ( . , : ; ” ! ?

À ,  Â ,  È ,  Ê ,  Ë ,  É ,  Ù ,  Û ,  Ü ,  Î ,  Ï ,  Ç ,  Œ

ARVO - REGuLAR

Aa a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
A B C D E f G h I j k L M N O P q R S T u V W x Y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  $ & @ % ( . , : ; ” ! ?

À ,  Â ,  È ,  Ê ,  Ë ,  É ,  Ù ,  Û ,  Ü ,  Î ,  Ï ,  Ç ,  Œ
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t y p o G r a p h y  D I G I TA L

Body copy

Open SanS - RegulaR

aa a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n O p q R S T u v w x y z 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  $ & @ % ( . , : ; ” ! ?

À ,  Â ,  È ,  Ê ,  Ë ,  É ,  Ù ,  Û ,  Ü ,  Î ,  Ï ,  Ç ,  Œ

For digital media such as dynamic 
banners and web body/longer copy,
Open Sans Regular is to used as 
it is web-safe, and cross-browser 
compatible.
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p h oto G r a p h y

Imagery within the creative should 
reflect Delta’s image guidelines and 
look/feel. 

Images that provide open space and 
depth work best alongside headlines 
and body copy.

Avoid over-processed, illustrative/
vectorized artwork or photos. Natural, 
and/or situational images should be 
selected. Avoid cliché stock images that 
depict or involve fake wildlife, globes, 
etc.. (Figure 1.0)

Correct images incorrect (Figure 1.0)
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CreatiVe EXAMPLES
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h o M e  pa G e  C a r o u S e l  S tat i C  B a n n e r 
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h o M e  pa G e  B o x  a d  S tat i C  B a n n e r

Option 1 Option 2

a Greener Way to Stay.

Be a part of our new GreenSTAY™ 
program. Forgo daily housekeeping 
services and make a big difference 
today.

Learn More

GreenStay™

Forgo daily housekeeping services and 
make a big difference today.

Learn More
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d e lta  o W n e d  p r o p e r t y  S tat i C  B a n n e r  - D ATAVA L E T  S C R E E N

Option 1

Option 2
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d e lta  o W n e d  p r o p e r t y  S tat i C  B a n n e r  - S U P E R C L I C K  S C R E E N S

Option 1 Option 2
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t h a n k  yo u  e M a i l
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d h.C o M  W e B S i t e  l a n d i n G  pa G e
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The Brand Style Guide has been produced for the exclusive use of Delta colleagues.  
It is not intended to cover technical specifications for every conceivable application.  

For assistance or further information, contact the Manager, Brand Communications.

All rights reserved. Delta Hotels and Resorts® 2014


